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Our Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be on Monday, January 16th,
6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA! Note—As per
custom we’re going to wrap up at 8 PM and go to
dinner. Like last month’s meeting we’re going to
Cheddar’s for dinner after the meeting!!!.

Here we go………
UPCOMING EVENTS

DATE

Next Meeting

1/16/2017

Build Day @ HobbyTown

2/11/2017

2017 Atlanta Model Figure Show & AMPS
Show
IPMS/Atlanta
Phantom Plashers
White Water Classic
Ocoee Model Car Club
IPMS/Knoxville
IPMS/Louisville
IPMS/Warner Robins
IPMS/Nationals Omaha

2/17-19/2017

3/11/2017

The Monthly Newsletter of:
IPMS/AMPS/Chattanooga Scale Modelers Association
Lynn Petty - Chapter Contact
hlpetty1@gmail.com
http://www.chattanoogascalemodelers.com
Ben Gibby —Webmaster

issue impacting the show as a whole.
However the local Chattanooga weather
turned out to be pretty much a non-issue,
but not so much for those around us. The
show was small, but it was a success…
those that made it seemed to have a great
time. Pages 2 thru 7 is a collection of
thoughts from various people (INCLUDING
MY WIFE!) and a few photos to give a
general view. This includes a reproduction
(with permission of a couple of items from
the newspaper)

4/1/2017 Photos from our Last Meeting: See
pages 8 thru 12
4/29/2017
Kursk—The Impossible Read Part 2:
5/13/2017 Jeff Mattheiss continues his read of “The
Big Book”. See Page 14 thru 15.
5/20/2017
Encouragement: Jeff Mattheiss gives
6/10/2017 us an essay on Encouragement. See
Page 16.
7/26-29/2017
Shirt & Badge Order Part 3 - See Page
17 & 18

Show Report: Time and Resources
Prevent us from doing a full blown show
report. As more photos pour in later we’ll do
a complete show report at a future meeting
We’ll also get to the bottom line on number
and finances. We clearly had a weather

Show Flyers through the rest of the
newsletter This includes one from New
Orleans. The Big Easy is not normally in our
travel circle. A stack of their flyers was at our
show. If they travelled this far to our show I’ll at
least put a copy in our newsletter. Thanks guys!!!
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ModelCon 2017

Mike Moore Show Chairman

Yeah, the weather sucked. Not so much in the 'noog, but for sure in some of the surrounding areas.
Yeah, a bunch of vendors didn't make it. And yeah, we had less than half the normal model count (and
yet I was still stressing over getting all the judging done in time). But, the mood in the room was great.
We did the cash bar social on Friday night, and those that partook had a great time. All in all, despite the
weather, I call it a win.
To all who pitched in and worked their collective butts off...THANK YOU!!!! Without everyone showing
up and doing what they can, we wouldn't have a show, let alone a successful, popular one. But, that
said, there are a few I feel like kind of fly under the radar without a lot of notice. So, thanks to a few of
the unsung heroes:

Mike Mattheiss - don't know if you know it, but Mike is responsible for all our graphics. "Kamikaze
Mike" (why do you think we call him Mike?). The award art...Mike. The journal adds...Mike. Mike has
added more than a little touch of professionalism to how we look to the rest of the world.
Tim Simmons - Tim has been a lynchpin at the registration desk for years, along with Steve Lewis and
David Beckman. But this year, with David out sick (no, he wasn't faking), and Steve playing low man on
the totem pole in a new job, Tim stepped up (or is it sat down?) and ran registration by himself. Thanks
Tim.
Ed Sunder - Ed took my
1/2 baked Excel based
registration and scoring
system and punched it up
about 100 levels. It works
SOOOOOOO much better
now. The payoff is really
Saturday afternoon where
all the automation Ed built
in really shines and reduces the work load.
Emanuel Roland and David Scott - These guys nail
down the front door, sell
the GA tickets and Raffle
tickets, keep track of all of
it, and never complain.
And a couple special
mentions. Paula Petty and
Millie BonVillain. These
The Dead Elephant in the Room…… A diorama that the more you looked the
ladies spent a LOT of
more you saw. Tony Zadro, Rapid Advancement
hours sitting behind vendor tables, dealing with
nothing but guys like us,
all for the benefit of Lois Fiore. Paula and Millie, don't know how you did it with smiles on your faces, but
I'll bow before you the next time I see you!
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All our vendors, we can't do this without them of course, but this year especially, a few deserve special mention for braving the weather and making LONG trips not knowing how the show would go. John Struck
(John's Models), Mark Tutton (Star Fighter Decals), John Nottestad (Red Frog Hobbies), and Brandon and
Russ Lowe (Freetime Hobbies). Check these guys out on the web and say thanks with your wallets!

Once again, thanks to EVERYONE. Club
members, vendors, entrants, and visitors.
We can't do it without you. And now I need
to do a little research on the Norse Gods.
Apparently, I didn't make sacrifices to the
correct one(s) this year! [Note : One of our
vendors—Cult TV Man, has included a link
to our website on his website - Thanks!!!!]

Stats for our show:
199 Total Models Displayed
56 People Registered

Best Aircraft was this Vindicator in 1/72 by Buzz Pezold. This
was constructed from a Vacuform kit and was entirely painted
by brush.

One that caught my eye as it is a favorite aircraft of mine was this “Rag
Wing” early Mk I Hawker Hurricane in 1/72 by Steve Hall
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Lessons Learned by Paula Petty
The snow secretly covered the area with a white blanket while what seemed like zillions of models covered
the banquet room at the convention center. ModelCon 2017 drew modelers, families, and vendors despite
the outdoor obstacle.
I was privileged to be a part of this convention and had a bird’s eye view of the different events and the people.
What makes this unique? I am someone who, as I told many of the perspective buyers, knows very little
more than planes fly, cars roll, and tanks slide.
If I had to sum up my experience in one word it would be “learning.” Below is a list of the different things I
learned at ModelCon this year.
1. I learned the meaning of the word “washed.” Yes, the planes and thangs get a bath before they
are built and then put in a clean zippy bag.
2. All perspective buyers go through every box they pick up and within five seconds can tell you that
yes, every part is there or what part is missing. Really, guys. You should work for the Federal Reserve. You would find the fake money in no time.
3. When someone says they are looking for “Horny Mike” they are wanting the guy at the auto show
next door that puts horns on everything. Thank you, Ben, for that lesson.
4. When you don’t know the answer to the questions, just smile and ask them what kind of models
they usually build then nod occasionally while they rattle off the answer. They forget the question
then.
5. When it comes to selling models – size doesn’t matter; only quantity.
I had fun, met a lot of nice people, and enjoyed reading the shirts and the people.

One final thing I learned – The Chattanooga Plastic Modeler’s is the nicest, most professional group of people that put together the plastic thingamajigs I know. You put on one humdinger of show. Thanks for letting
me be a part of it. Paula

Here’s a panorama photo from early in the day Saturday. While the tables never filled up entirely as on year’s past, they did contain more models later in the day.
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The Con in ModelCon is for Convention (not Contest) Our show is all about recognizing
the modeler. We hope everyone enjoyed the show, learned something new, and had a
good time. Below is a list of who got special recognition for their models:
Showcase - Paul West, International Lonestar
Mike Fiore - Shane Harrold, 1941 Chevy Truck
Best Auto - Carmen Hall, Ocoee River Truck
Best AC - Buzz Pezold, Vindicator
Best Armor - Tim Treadway, MKIII Centurion
Best Ship - Berney Sloan, S-100 Schnellboot
Best Figure - Jeff Stringer, Slimmer
Best Junior - Clayton Lowrance, Traffic Stop
Best SciFi - Yancey Christopher, Tears of Discovery
Best Misc. - Yancey Christopher, Zero
Best Dio - Tony Zadro, Rapid Advancement
Best in Show - Tony Zadro, Rapid Advancement

Lois, Mike Fiore’s widow, presented
the first annual Mike Fiore Award at
our show this past Saturday

The Mike Fiore award went to modeler Shane Harold and the
subject is a 1941 Chevy Truck.
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Reprinted with the kind permission of The Chattanooga Times Free
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Mike Moore presented a Status Update on our hosting the 2019 IPMS National
Convention. This meeting was well attended and generated a lot of interest.

AUGUST 7 - 10, 2019
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Dave Blackwell

– Numerous Air Show Pictures-to be
continued …

Bruce Block
Ben Bonvillain – 1/32 Revell F/A-18F Super Hornet (in
box)
Bob Colbert –

Photos from
our last
meeting

1/72 Uni Craft Lockheed YO-3A “Yo
Yo” (in box)

George Fugett

Tom Gaston
Gary Haars –

Book Give Away

Don Hixson –

Model Powered Boats battery powered
motor

Steve Lewis –

1/72 ICM I-15bis (Ski)

Jeff Mattheiss
Mike Moore
Lynn Petty
Emanuel Roland – Photos
Dave Scott
Tim Simmons
Ed Sunder
Tim Thompson -
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Photos from
our last
meeting
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Photos from
our last
meeting
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Photos from
our last
meeting
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Photos from
our last
meeting
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Oct 22 Build Day
Ben BonVillain – 1/32 Hasegawa F-5E W.I.P.
John Brooks – Discussion of 1/35 Takom Big Bertha
Tom Gaston – 1/35 Vietnam US Marines (Various Makes/Conversions) W.I.P.
Ben Gibby – 1/35 Tamiya Panther Ausf. G W.l.P. & 1/72 Minicraft PBM-5A Mariner (In Box)
Don Hixson – Boat Plans (sorry, don’t know what boat)
John Lumpkin – 1/35 Tamiya Panther Ausf. A W.I.P. & 1/67(?) Monogram (OLD) B-26 Invader W.I.P.
Jeff Mattheiss – 1/72 Dragon PzKpfw III Ausf. J W.I.P.

Mike Moore – 1/20 Nitto S.F.3D. Prowler W.I.P. & 1/144 GWH Victor K.2 W.I.P.
Lynn Petty – 1/72 Airfix Hawker Hurricane Mk. 1 W.I.P.
Lee Pickles – just visiting
Ed Sunder – 2 Dungeon & Dragon figures to paint. W.I.P.
Roger Trochleman – 1/177 USS Constitution (wooden plank on plank) W.I.P.
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KURSK

(or, The Impossible Read, Part 2)

HA! You thought I’d given up on reading that bound up remains of a forest, right? Wrong! I’m still reading it but not nearly as fast as I had hoped to read it. Various and sundry things seem to get precedence over the book (you know – family, work, etc.) and now taking time for Christmas and New Years’
Holidays comes into play as well. No, I’m not complaining about those things.
I’m up to page 600 now. The book is written in chapters mostly on a daily basis. The chapter follows
the units from West to East as you look at the map and gives comparisons in short sidebars for each
division right after you read that division’s info. The reading is quite enjoyable as it is written well by using periodically interviews from survivors from both sides of the fighting. Those interviews were done in
the late ‘90’s to early 2000’s.
The sidebars and interviews include numerous things not really covered in other places or at least stuff
I’ve not come across before. For instance one Soviet soldier was caught in another trench on an errand
but without his weapon and was surrounded with others so he surrendered. After surviving the German’s POW system (think about that!) he then went home to face a tribunal for surrendering whereupon they sentenced him to 10
years in Siberia for not fighting
hard enough. Talk about frying
pan into the fire! Another Soviet
soldier talked about the Lend
Lease things they received as
soldiers but couldn’t understand
how Americans ate SPAM as he
hated it and used some “colorful
metaphors” (see Spock: Star
Trek IV) to describe it. Now, I
like SPAM on occasion but definitely fried and I also had no
idea the US sent food to the Soviets. Tanks, planes, trains,
cloth for uniforms, but …
SPAM? Surprise, surprise, surprise …
One thing nice about this book
is the color pictures they include of the (at the time of writing) current appearance of the areas discussed in the book. This gives a nice feel for the land
as it appears, and they say, that it hasn’t changed much
at all since 1943. The maps aren’t that great to me. The
publishers tried to use original maps drawn and used by
the units then and over the years they’ve faded such as
to not be overly good when copied into the book. Some
are better than others. Of course it may be that I’m
down to bifocals now but with some maps I need a
magnifying glass. Oh, and you’d best understand German and/or the occasional Cyrillic.
The last chapter I’ve just finished discusses the first 3
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days of fighting from the Air War sector. It’s quite
interesting to read the discussion on how it did
and/or did not influence the ground fighting. One
very good sidebar refutes the concept of German anti-armor aircraft totally turning back an
armored attack by the Soviets with the destruction of at least a brigade. It seems like others
besides the USAAC and RAF claimed vast armor casualties during WWII (see arguments
about destruction in the Falaise Pocket)!
All in all I’m still enjoying the book and, while I’m
not overly fond of it’s size, I can’t really see folks
buying this book if it was re-done ala encyclopedia style with numerous volumes.
‘Til next time …
Jeff
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Encouragement: It goes a long way …
Enjoying being with family over the Christmas and New
Year’s Holidays is one thing I look forward to every year. This
year my youngest daughter, Caroline (age 10), did a drawing
of an Eagle for her AHG Troop project. It was very nice and I
was quick to offer praise of that drawing. While here in Ohio
at my in-laws house my niece, Courtney (age 17), just did a
quick drawing of a horse while we were waiting on dessert
one night. It, too, was extremely good and I told her so. The
response from both for the praise I offered hit me about attracting modelers.
As an older modeler (age is relative but my mind is always
writing checks my body is NOT going to cash) it is up to me to
bring ENCOURAGEMENT to the younger modelers in their
endeavors to produce a model. Almost everyone that builds
(draws, sews, etc.) can tell you the flaws in their artwork but
they easily “warm up” to the praises it brings from viewers.
That means I should always be ready to highlight the positive
things I see in a modelers’ work. It’s easy to say “this is bad,
should of done this, …” and just end up pouring water on the
modelers “fire” of building. Why not instead focus on something and bring out the positive? “Hey, that’s nice work on
those roadwheels” or “that’s a cool scheme for that aircraft” or
some such topic to spark interest that the modeler didn’t just waste his time.
To me, it seems that younger modelers are too intimidated by older and/or more experienced modelers and
feel they can’t contribute. By ENCOURAGEMENT we can assure the newer modeler that they DO have
something to contribute. This can also add to a sense of camaraderie that comes about with the similar association of building models.
Now, I’m not suggesting we should fabricate falsehoods about a subject that’s sitting on the table in front of us. That will
not work in the long run. What I am suggesting is, find a positive area about that
model and use that to “build up” the confidence of that modeler.
Anyway, that’s my 2 cents’ worth.
Jeff
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Shirt Order

Chattanooga Scale Modelers Shirts!
Mike has arranged another shirt order. We have three styles to choose from; the always classic bowling
shirt, the always popular polo shirt, and if any of you want to pretend to be gentlemen, the snazzy button
down. All three will have the Kamikaze Mike club logo on the left breast. Unfortunately, the large logo
on the back of the bowling shirt is no longer an option.
Should you desire to order a shirt at this time, please return the attached order form to me

See the next Page for an Order Form

Badge Order
If you are interested in a new badge please let me know.
John Brooks has arranged it where we can get some additional badges. I’ll collect a set of names and
submit them if you’ll provide me you wishes
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2017 Atlanta Model Figure Show
sponsored by the
Atlanta Military Figure Society

The 2017 Atlanta Model figure Show will be held on
February 17th, 18th, and 19th, 2017

at the
ATLANTA MARRIOTT CENTURY CENTER
2000 Century Boulevard, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30345-3306

Show Theme - "Over There"
See their web page!!!!!! Held in conjunction with the show described on the next page!!!!
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THE IPMS/USA NATIONAL CONVENTION

August 7 - 10, 2019
Chattanooga Trade & Convention Center

With Lots of help from Region 3!
IPMS Atlanta
IPMS Marietta Scale Modelers

IPMS Middle Tennessee Modelers Association
IPMS Georgia Mountain Modelers
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